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Legal Profession 60nci, ors' Conduct) Amendment Rules 2022

I advise I hat f his statutory rule -

tai appears to be within the powers conferred by the Legal Profession
Act 2007; and

(bj does not appear, without clear and express authority being
provided by any Act, to -

in have any retrospective effect; or

tiny impose any fax, fee, fine, imprisonment or other penalty;

Iiiij sub-delegate powers delegated by the Legal Profession
Act 2007: and

IC) appears to be within the general objectives of the Legal Profession
Act 2007; a rid

Id) is expressed in as clear and uriambiguous language as is
reasonably possible.

ADVICE OF CHIEF PARLIAMENTARY COUNSEL

or

Dated 23 February, 2022.

Robyn Webb
Chief Parliamentary Counsel

Level415 Murrey Street Hobart Tasmania 7000

Phone (03) 62327270 Email: legislation@dpac. has. gov, au
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LEGAL PROFESSION (SOLICITORS' CONDUCT)
AMENDMENT RULES 2022

The Council of the Law Society of Tasmania makes the
following rules under section 221 of the Lego/ Profession net
2007.

I. Short title

2.

These rules may be cited as the Legcz/ Profession
isoncitors ' Conduct) Amendment Rt, Ies 2022.

Commencement

3.

These rules take effect on the day on which their
making is notified in the Gozette.

Principal Rules

In these rules, the Legol Profession isoffof tors '
Conduct) Rt, 18s 2020* are referred to as the
Principal Rules.

4. Rule 41 amended (Where practitioner, partner, &c. ,
is member of statutory tribunal other than
Tasmanian Civil and Administrative Tribunal)

Rule 41 of the Principal Rules is amended by
inserting before subrule (1) the following
subrule:

(IAA) In this rule-

*s. R. 2020, No. 55

sint"to, y trib, ,""! does not include the
Civil andTasmanian

Administrative Tribunal,
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r. 5

LegQIProfession isoffcitors ' Condt!co rimendment Rt, /es 2022
Slantton? Rules 2022, No.

5. Rule 41A iruserted

After rule 41 of the Principal Rules, the
following rule is inserted in Division 5:

41A. Where practitioner, partner, &c. , is member
of Tasmanian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal

(1) in this rule -

bq

"ssjg"ed' means
rosinQnion

ridmt, listra/^^e

2020;

stre"in of the I"rib"""I means a
stream, of the Tribunal, that is
established under the rosinonion

Civil and ridminis/rative Tribi!rigl

11ct 2020;

Trib, ,,,"I means the Tasmanian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal.

A practitioner who is a member of the
Tribunal must not undertake work on

behalf of a client in relation to, or appear
in, any proceedings before the Tribunal
that are in a stream of the Tribunal to

which the member is assigned.

A practitioner must not appear in any
proceedings before the Tribunal on
behalf of a client, if a partner, employer
or employee of the practitioner is sitting

.

.

assigned under the
ondCivil

Tribtmol AC/

(2)
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Legal Profession isoffcitors ' Conduct) rimeizdmen/ Rilles 2022
Slanttoiy Rules 2022, No.

as a member of the Tribunal for the

purposes of those proceedings.

A practitioner must not undertake work
on behalf of a client in relation to, or
appear in, any proceedings before the
Tribunal that are in a stream of the

Tribunal to which a partner, employer or
employee of the practitioner who is a
member of the Tribunal is assigned,
unless -

(4)

(a) the practitioner advises his or her
client and any other party to the
proceedings that a partner,
employer or employee of the
practitioner is a member of the
Tribunal who is assigned to that
stream of the Tribunal; and

(b) that advice is given as soon as is
practicable.

A reference to a partner of a practitioner
is a reference to a partner, principal or
director of the law practice of which the
practitioner is a partner, principal or
director,

r. 5

(5)

(6) A reference to an employee of a
practitioner includes a reference to a
practitioner employed by a law practice
of which the first practitioner is a partner,
principal or director,
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Legal Profession 45'01icitors' Conduct) rimendmentRt!188 2022
Statutory Rules 2022, No.

These rules were made by the Law Society of Tasmania at a
meeting held on . . . , , . . . .. 20

The common seal of the Law Society of Tasmania was affixed
On 20 , in the presence of -

.

,

,

Printed and numbered in

Pub^cation 11ct 1953.

20Notified in the Gozette on

These rules are administered in the Department of Justice.

,

\

President

Ex^LANATORY NOTE

(nits note is notport of the rules)

These rules amend the Legol Profession iso11bitors ' Condz!o41
Rtiles 2020 so as to modify the requirements of the rules in
relation to practitioners who are members of the Tasmanian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal,

accordance

Member

6

with

Member

the Rules


